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Poland: Regional elections show support
for Law and Justice (PiS) is losing
momentum
The PiS won the battle in numerical terms but its support below
the polls is a surprise. This is a pyrrhic victory - the party marginally
grew in local councils (may lead in 1-2 out of 16), was defeated in big
cities and deteriorated in key rural areas. In 2019 the potential
coalition of opposition parties may defeat PiS by a small margin
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Poles voted in regional elections last Sunday. There is no clear correlation between the parties'
performance in regional and general elections, but still this is the first test of Poles' political
preferences since the Oct-15 general elections won by Law and Justice (PiS). Current PM
Morawiecki strongly engaged in the local campaign and was presented as the main PiS
representative. The party performance in this ballot may affect Morawiecki's odds of taking over
the leadership of the ruling PiS. Also, the current PiS results may shape the PiS approach before the
Oct-19 general elections. So far the party has tried to limit the fiscal costs of the campaign, leaving
fiscal space for battle before the 2019 general elections.
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Poles voted for candidates for local authorities in all regional units at 3 levels (in some cases 4), but
the most spectacular and comparable to general elections are the battles for a majority in local
councils/parliaments in 16 regions, as well as competition for mayors in the biggest cities.

According to exit polls the support for the parties' candidates to local councils/parliaments in 16
regions are the following: Law and Justice (PiS) 32.3%, coalition of Civic Platform (PO) and Modern
(.Nowoczesna) 24.7%, Polish Peasant Party (PSL) 16.6%, anti-systemic Kukiz party 6.3%, other
independent 6.3%, and Social Democrats (SLD) 5.7%. In the battle for mayors in the biggest cities,
the coalition of Civic Platform (PO) and Modern (.Nowoczesna) scored very well, winning many of
them in the first attempt, including the most spectacular in Warsaw.

We see the following conclusions coming from this ballot: (1) In numerical terms PiS won the battle
for councils/parliaments and scored much better support than in previous regional elections
(32.3% now vs 26.9% four years ago). Also, the coalition of Civic Platform (PO) and Modern
(.Nowoczesna) gathered support lower than in 2014 (now 24.7% vs 26.4%). But still, this is a pyrrhic
victory of PiS. The support for this party is below its own expectations and indications taken from
polls (ie, close to 40%). The party also made a big push to attract votes, ie, public television and
Prime Minister Morawiecki personally engaged in a tour around the country, making many
pledges. (2) The PiS won in 9 out of 16 councils/parliaments but it may have a working majority in
1-2 regions only, given that it has support below 50% and there is a limited coalition ability. (3) The
Polish Peasant Party scored exceptionally well and much better than indications from polls (16.6%
vs about 5-6% in polls). Given that in the last general elections in 2015 won by the PiS mainly via
attracting new votes from the rural area, the strong recovery of rural votes by the Polish Peasant
Party (PSL) is a major surprise. PiS strongly competed with PSL for rural area voters, but the
campaign was unsuccessful with that respect as some of the new core electorate of the PiS was
lost. It is difficult to say whether rural area voters will stay with the PSL during the general
elections, but at this stage, this is an important threat for PiS odds of re-election in the 2019
general ballot. (4) The strong support for PSL offsets Civic Platform and .Nowoczesna’s lower
support than 4 years ago. These parties should form the regional coalition and does not allow PiS
to lead many local councils/parliaments where they won. Effectively, PiS may take over only 1-2
local councils/parliaments out of 16 vs 1 out of 16 they have now. (5) The spectacular battle for big
cities was won by the coalition of Civic Platform and .Nowoczesna, in few cases even in the first
round.

Overall, we find the regional election as a slight surprise. PiS won the battle in numerical terms and
should see the safe elections results as a great success for the fourth time in a row. But in reality,
their performance was below expectations and polls. They also hardly improved their position in
local councils/parliaments and were strongly defeated in big cities. We don’t expect PM Morawiecki
to suffer from that, but we can imagine some tension within the PiS. The party may also try to buy
more votes before the 2019 general elections with more spending pledges. But more spending
should affect the 2020 budget.

Still, the general elections are in one year and it is difficult to say who will win. PiS support in
regional elections was below expectations and polls so the party is losing momentum. But on the
other hand, the support for the coalition of Civic Platform (PO) and Modern (.Nowoczesna) was also
slightly below polls and could not break the so-called “glass ceiling”. The main winner of the
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regional battle is the Polish Peasant Party (it did much better than polls).
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